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ABSTRACT

Guaranteed funds have had great success in France recently. These products are
complex, and their behavior is not always well understood. What are their expected
performance and risk profiles? While the technique of portfolio insurance (PI) has
existed for some time, only the simplest case of the most popular method, the socalled “cushion method” of Black and Fisher, also known as Constant Proportion
Portfolio Insurance (CPPI) has received any theoretical analysis.
In this paper, we consider this method in a realistic case, where there are
constraints on the maximum exposure to the market. We also study PI techniques
more sophisticated than this basic method, principally through stochastic
simulations. We arrive at an understanding of the performances and risks of PI
strategies little developed till now, including sensitivity to parameters such as the
multiplier.
Our simulation results show that the imposition of a constraint on the maximum
exposure significantly diminishes the performance of the method. Under the
constraint, the leverage effect of the multiplier appears to be lost; but the
introduction of a “ratchet” effect recuperates part of the loss.
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Introduction’
This article concernsguaranteedfunds that permit investmentin the stock
market while being assuredof recuperatingat least the amountinvested.The
idea behind these funds is the dynamic portfolio strategy called portfolio
insurance.
Until recentlyportfolio insurancewas generallydoneby replicatingoptions an idea introducedoriginally by Rubinsteinand Leland [6]. In this technique,
the portfolio is insured through a put with the appropriate maturity. In
practice,sinceputsof sufficiently long maturity arenot available,the strategy
consistsof rebalancingpositionsin the underlyingportfolio (let us assumeit
is an index such as the CAC 250), and cash so as to replicateexactly a put
option on the index. In this method,the exposureto the index at any moment
is thereforegiven by the theory of options. An alternative approach, first
popularisedby Black and Jones[l] but having its origins in earlier work of
Met-ton[53,also rebalancespositions on the index and cash,but it is basedon
the following two ideas: first, the portfolio is always maintained above a
certain minimum level called the floor, the differenceor the “surplus” being
calledthe “cushion”-the floor is assumedto grow at a fixed rate (for example,
at the risk-less rate of interest)such that at the maturity of the fund, it is at
least equal to the guaranteedamount; second,the exposureto the market at
any moment is determinedas a (non-decreasing)function of the cushion,
usually a constant multiple of the cushion (Constant Proportion Portfolio
Insurance, or CPPI). The first takes care of the insurance; the second
determinesthe performanceof the fund.
When it comesto the mutual funds market, the reluctanceof many private
investors,especiallyin continentalEurope, to invest in stocks led CCF, like
many other mutual fund managers,to design appropriateguaranteedfunds.
The productsmarketedin the early 90’s at a time when interest rates were
high enoughto ensurean attractivepay-off, fell into two broad categories.In
the first one entry and exit dateswere fixed so that the guaranteeis actually
me same for every subscriber;for the sake of practicality, early withdrawal
was generallypossible,but with a big penaltyon the performance.The second
type of fund is open-entry open-ended,and tries to combine the well’ Acknowledgement: We thank Emmanuel Campagne-Simonfor extensive
programminghelp
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appreciatedadvantageof liquidity (without any penalty) and the enticing
guarantee.Whereas options technology is suitable to manage the first
category,it is no longer appropriateto the second.The CPPI techniqueon the
other handcan accommodatefor various entry datesandit is thereforeuseful
to investigatethe capacitiesandthe limitations of this technique.

CPPI: Guarantee and performance
There are two aspectsto the study of this technique:its ability to meet the
guarantee,andits performance.
Under such a strategy, the exposure approacheszero as the cushion
approacheszero; when the cushion is zero, the portfolio is completely
investedin cash. Thus, in theory, the guaranteeis perfect: the strategieof
exposureensuresthat the portfolio never descendsbelow the floor; in the
eventthat it touch the floor, the fund is “dead”- it can deliver no performance
beyond the guarantee.In practice, the rebalancementof the portfolio being
doneat discreteintervals rather than continuously,thereis a small risk of the
portfolio crashing through the floor in between two rcbalancements,as
happenedwith someassuredportfolios during the 1987crash.In sucha case,
it is impossible even to meet the guarantee.Thercfore, one objective of
managementmight be to minimise this possibility.
With respect to performance, the objective is typically to attain some
percentageof the performancethat would havebeenattainedif all the funds
had been invested in the index. The performanceof the method depends
clearly on its two defining factors : the evolution of the floor, and the
multiplier.
In theory, assumingthat the portfolio is rebalancedcontinuously,that the
floor grows at the riskless rate and that the price of the risky assetfollows a
log-normal model, it can be shown that the strategyhas an option-like payoff, which can be explicitly given as a function of the terminal value of the
index - in particular, the value of the portfolio at maturity is pathindependent.It is well known that portfolio insurance modifies the risk
profile, in displacingit to the right but “paying” for the guaranteein terms of
a lower likelihood of high gains. The attraction of the method lies in the
leverageeffect of the multiplier. The higher the multiplier, the higher the
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exposureto the market, and the more the gains in strongmarket conditions;
conversely,the more rapid the fall, accompanyinga fall of the market. Ihe
portfolio thereforehas a return which increaseswith the multiplier, but so
doesthe risk.

Modifications of CPPI
This idealised portfolio has some obvious limitations, apart from the
assumptionof continuousevolution - to begin with, the existenceof leverage
constraintsin practice. If we impose the realistic constraint, say, that the
exposureto the risky assetcannotexceeda certain proportion of the value of
the portfolio, the latter loses its attractive properties;in particular, it is no
longer analytically tractable.
From the point of view of performance,anotherpotential weaknessof the
methodis the constantgrowth rate of the floor, sinceit determinesthe level of
insurance:if the market climbs sufficiently, the floor threatensto become
insignificant in relationto the value of the portfolio. A logical modification of
the CPPI is thereforeto have a variable floor: to incorporate a “ratchet”
effect,or a jump in the floor, in orderto take advantageof significant market
rises.
The obverseof this caseis when the market falls sufficiently for the cushion
to approachzero, in which case the exposureapproacheszero. Under the
basic CPPI, when the exposure touches zero, the portfolio is completely
invested in the non-risky asset - a situation to be avoided. A possible
approach to tackle this eventuality is to adjust the floor downward to
artilicially augment the cushion - however, to avoid tampering with the
guarantee,the floor could be, for example, initially augmentedby some
amount beyondwhat is prescribedby the CPPI method. The floor could in
fact be dynamically adjustedin responseto market changes,while keepingthe
basic CPPI rule for the exposure.We may refer to such strategiesas CPPI
with variable (growth) floor. A variable floor strategy,basedon a somewhat
differentidea,is describedin [3].
Such strategiesmay be too complex to be treatedtheoretically.For example,
it can be shown that unless the floor grows exactly at the risk-less rate,the
value of the portfolio at maturity is path-dependent.Thus, while the
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performancepromised is in terms of that of the index at maturity, the final
value is not a simple function of the index in constrastto the case of put
replication,but a function of its entiretrajectory.The performanceis thus by
no means transparent. In addition, if we allow that rc-balancing is not
continuous,and the possibility of discontinuitics (jumps) in the price of the
risky asset,we have the problem of the guaranteenot being perfect. On the
other hand, under the idealiscd CPPI discussedabove,the portfolio can be
completelydescribedanalytically. Thus, this strategy,while unrealistic, can
serveasa benchmarkfor the more complex modilicd stratcgics.

Theoretical framework
The CPPI was in fact shown by Merton [S] to be the optimal strategy
correspondingto a certain utility maximization problem: Grossmanand Vila
[41 even give the optimal “multiplier” as a function of the risk aversion
parameter.Further, under leverageconstraints,they show that a modiiicd
strategy, under which the CPPI is followed until the leverageconstraint
becomesbinding, is still optimal; the optimal multiplier is the sameas in the
unconstrainedcase.However,it is not clear that this theory can bc extended
to the casewhereboth the multiplier andthe floor strategyareparameters.
It is also not clear to what extentthis expectedutility formulation is useful in
practice (the choice of the multiplier is not evident, as the risk-aversion
parameterof the investor is not easily determinable;nor is eventhe choiceof
the appropriatepcrfonnancecriterion for an insuredportfolio), however,the
CPPI is a techniqueeasy to understandand implement, and independentof
time, unlike the syntheticput method,the other principal methodof portfolio
insurance.The CPPI in fact belongsto a class of time-invariant techniques
referred to as “generalisedportfolio insurancestrategies”by Brennan and
Schwartz 123;each such strategycorrespondsto a given linal pay-off. This
indicatesa possiblealternativeframe-workto utility maximisation.
Many other interesting questions arise in the study of these dynamic
strategies,not the least of which is the obvious analogy with option-based
portfolio insurance.For example,given the final profile of the portfolio under
a certainstrategy,canthe prime of the insurancebe evaluated?
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Objectives of study
In this article,we attemptto describethe profile of the insuredportfolio under
the modificationsof CPPI discussedabove,without addressingthe questionof
optimality or othertheoreticalquestionsthat naturally arise.Previous studies
have looked at the guaranteeand underperfonnanceof the portfolio with
respectto the index, under fixed rate floor CPPI, for different values of the
multiplier. WC do not considerthe problem of the guarantee(see[7]); rather,
we concentrateon the effect of a constraint on the leverageeffect of the
strategy, and the effect of variable floor strategieson the evolution of the
portfolio. Our approachis to usethe basic CPPI as a benchmarkcase(since it
is well understood),and look at the effect of progressivemodifications,
through stochasticsimulations. Our simulations are based on a log-normal
model for the price of the index, so in spite of discrete rebalancementthe
guaranteeis practically perfect.
We first presenta mathematicaldescriptionof the various strategies,and then
presentthe resultsof our simulations.We concludewith some commentson
furtherwork.

Mathematical description of the strategies
Notation
Vt

value of the portfolio at time t, t>O

VO

initial investment,guaranteedamount

Pt

value of the floor at time t

C,=V,-Pt

the “cushion” at time t

m

the “multiplier”

Et
T

the “exposure”,or theinvestmentin the risky assetat time t
maturity of the fund

r

risk-lessrateof interest

St

price of the risky assetat time t
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The CPPI type methodsof portfolio insurance(“floor basedmethods”) are
basedon re-balancingthe portfolio betweena risky and a risk-less assetso
that its value is always superiorto a “floor”, the “exposure”to the risky asset
being at any time being a function of the “cushion” or the excessabovethe
floor, until any constraintson the exposurebecomebinding.
The evolution of the portfolio is described by the following stochastic
differential equation.

dv, = -.E,
dSt

+rdt .( V, - E, )

s,

(A) CPPI with fixed rate floor

Here we assumethat the floor grows at a fixed rate r, less than or equal to
the risk-lessrateof interestr. The guaranteedamountbeing VO,
P, = P0e’
PO2 Voe-‘r
We supposethe price of theindex follows the standardmodel
ds
L=pdt+odW,
St

whereW, is standardBrownian motion, andp and(3arepositive constants.
(A. 1) CPPI of Merton
In this case, E, = mC,, with no constraintson the maximum exposure(the
minimum is naturally zero). In other words, no constraintson borrowing.
Note that under auto-financing,any amount borrowed is instantly debited
from the value of the portfolio at the risk-less rate. The multiplier can be
chosenarbitrarily, or by chasinganinitial exposure(assumingthe initial floor
is fixed) We then have,assumingthe portfolio is auto-financing,
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dV, = C, dZ, + rP,dt
where

dZ,=(m(p-r)+r)dt+modWL
1

(Z-5m’02

t)

Vt = P,+e

Vo- PO+ (r-Qjle

1
t -(z,-$a*s)

Ps ds

1

Let us assumer = f , then the cushion grows according to a log-normal
process. It is evident that if the cushion ever descendsto zero then the
portfolio is completelyinvestedin the risk-less asset.In continuoustime, the
probability of this happeningis zero, however the cushion can become
arbitrarily small. The cushion can also be arbitrarily large, and thus the
exposurealso. Thus the method supposesan unlimited credit (at the risk-less
rate).
The portfolio at maturity is completelydescribed,and thus its propertiescan
be thoroughlystudied.When r = r, in fact,
VT

where b, = (m- l)($

=vO

+cOevbmT

+ r) . We have thus a “pay-off’ explicited as a

function of the index, and in particular, it is path-independent.We can also
calculateexplicitly

vcVT) = G2
E(vT) = vo+ Coeb(p-~)+r)T,

eWw)+r)T

(em2aZT
_ 1)

We seethat the expectedvalue andthe varianceboth increasewith m.

(A.2) CPPI with constrainton exposure
The above method takes full advantageof market rises since there is no
constrainton the exposure.Supposewe impose the realistic constraint
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O<E,<PV,

wherep>O.Underthe modified CPPI, then,

Then WChave
dV,=

wheredX,=

I

Vl.rdt

V,lYt

WI-PMz,+P,.rdt
vt .d x’t

P,~Vr~&P,
W&P,

(p(p-r)+r)dt+pdWt.

The probability of the first eventualityis oncemore zero in continuoustime.
It doesnot seempossibleto resolvethis equationanalytically; note the value
of the portfolio at any time must be path-dependent.
(B) Variable

floor strategies

It is clear that the (constrained)CPPI with a fixed growth floor “fails” in the
caseof a strong climb of the index, when the floor becomesinsignificant in
relationto the value of the portfolio:

ct= vt
The method then fails to capture the rise; also, the portfolio is then highly
exposedthroughoutthe rising period, a risky situationin cast of a downturn.
Conversely, if the cushion becomestoo small, the portfolio is too little
exposed, and may have trouble taking off in case of a future rise. An
intelligent modification of the strategy is to adjust the floor, to capture
definitively the performanceof the index and to diminish the cushionin the
caseof a rise, andto increaseit in caseof a fall.
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(B. 1) “Ratchet”effect
In the caseof a rise,the “ratchet” effect puts the “excess”cushionin the floor.
The part of the cushionthat is not useddue to the constrainton the exposure
is

We increasethe floor preciselyby this amount:
if mCt > pVt:

E:“”

11

m(V, -p:““) = pV,

This hasthe effect of increasingthe level of insurance.Note that this strategy
only makessensein discretetime.
(B.2) The initial floor andthe strategyof themartin
Recall that the minimum initial floor to assurethe guaranteedamount at the
endis
P, = V, ewrT
andthat the initial exposureis

E0= nlin{m(Vo- Yo),Vo}
It may happenthat the initial exposureis too high; the idea then is to set the
initial floor at a valuehigherthan the minimum, and to use the “margin” later
on to augmentthe exposurewhen it falls too low. Supposewe denotethis
extrafloor as M,, :
p, = V, emiT+ MO

so that theinitial exposureis diminished.
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We can then Iix a lower limit for the exposureas the portfolio evolves,in
either absoluteor relativeterms and “play” a part of the margin eachtime this
limit is reached,in effect by diminishing the floor by a certain amount,
consequentlyincreasingthe cushion.Note that the margin evolvesat the riskless ratealso.Somepossibilities:
Choosean initial margin. Play half the margin remainingeach time the
exposurefalls below half of the currentlower limit E: :
Whencvcr E, <.5E:,
p:“”

:=

P,--.5M,
M:““:=.5M,
E:“” := mC, = n-04 -P:““)

The fractionscan of coursebe chosendifferently.Thcrearc any numberof
possibilitiesfor settingthe lower limit of the exposure.
(a) Resetit eachtime the margin is played:
E*cnew)
:= E t (Old)3with Ei = .-5Eo
t
Example:

Vo=lOO, r=5%, n~=4~P~1n=77.88;
then En=80

set Mn=8.48,

Supposet is suchthat :
E, = 39 (<.5*80 = 40), then E:(““) = 39, M:“” = 4.24
Half of this margin will be usednext whenthe exposurefalls
below 19.5.
(b) It could be a fixed value, for example: ET = E. Vt
(c) It could be relativeto the value of the portfolio: ET = V,
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The margin strategy has two connectedpurposes:to prevent the exposure
from falling too low, and to improve performance.If the initial margin is too
small, it will not have much impact on either. A more efficient margin
strategymight be to make useof any “excess”floor due to the ratcheteffect,
ratherthandependsolely on the initial margin.
Note that the strategieswe have describedabove are only applicable in the
practicalcontextof discretere-balancing,being basedon jumps in the price of
the index. They cannotbe integratedin the previouscontinuousframework. It
may bc possible,however,to devisecontinuousstrategiesof modification of
the floor, as a function of the variation of St, and to develop evolution
equationsfor the two-dimensionalprocess (V, ,P,). We may call all such
strategiesas CPPI strategieswith variable floor, since the exposure at all
times is a multiple of the cushion.

Comparison of strategies
The strategieswe have developedabove are of progressively increasing
complexity; no analytical resolution being possible except in the
unconstrainedcase, we study their performancethrough simulations. We
considerthe CPPI as the benchmarkstrategy,and considerthe effect of the
constrainton exposureandthe variable floor strategieson the performanceof
the portfolio, andits risk profile.
We employ the following terminology in discussing the various strategies
discussedabove:
CPPI
ConstrainedCPPI
Ratchetstrategy(constrainedCPPI with ratchet)
Margin strategy(ratchetstrategywith initial margin)
Details of thesimulations
We generatethe prices of the risky assetthrough a log-normal process.The
unit of time is takento be one day; we assume250 trading days in the year.
To be realistic, we re-balance not every day, but following market
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movements,the criterion being a 2% variation in the price of the index;
however,transactioncostsareignored.
The results we presentare for a single set of model parametervalues; our
objective is to identify the effect of the paramctcrs of the method, the
multiplier and the floor strategy,qualitatively; WCfind that theseeffects arc
robust to changein the modelparameters.We chosea reasonableset of these
values:
u=9.5%, 0=21%, 1=5%,T=5 years,V. = 100
The guaranteeis assumedto be equalto VO. Underthe fixed floor strategies,
the floor is assumedto grow at the risk-lessrate;the initial floor is set at
PO= V0 eMIT
We assumethatthe constrainton exposuretakestheform
E = rnin{rnC,V}
i.e. we take p = 1. We considereda numberof differentmargin strategies; the
resultsbeing not significantly different,we presentonly onein this article:
Margin strategy: Strategy(B.2)(a), Eo = 80 (MO = 8.48)
Finally, we consideredthe following values of m, sufficiently high to have a
significant leverageeffect:
All the simulations discussedin this paper are basedon the abovechoiceof
parameters.
As we haveseenabove,the portfolio underCPPI canbe complctcly described
analytically, assuminga continuousvariation of the price of the index and
continuous rebalancementof the portfolio. However, for purposes of
comparison with the other strategies,we simulated the CPPI strategy also
following the samere-balancementdiscipline.
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We validatedour simulations by comparing results in the case of the CPPI
strategy with the analytical results, and found good agreement. (see
Appendix)
Performance

measures

For each strategy, we study statistical propertiesof the following terminal
quantities:
v

TY

fi

=h
T

andp..

I

ST’

(the last being interestingin the caseof variable floor strategies).The second
measureis pertinent,sinceas we mentionedabovethe performanceobjectives
of guaranteedfunds are typically in terms of the performanceof the index.
We alsoconsiderthe evolutionof the portfolio andits compositionover time :

Simulation results
(A) Return and risk

Figures 1 andTable I show the expectedvaluesand standarddeviationsof the
performancemeasuresVT and nr, underthe four strategies.We include the
statisticsfor the uninsuredportfolio (ST) aswell, for comparison.
We first discussthe resultsfor VT. The most striking effect is seenin the case
of CPPI: the expectedreturn and risk increasesignificantly with m; for high
m, the returnis very attractive,exceedingsignificantly the performanceof the
index, but the risk is enormous.On the contrary, we do not seea dramatic
changedueto m underthe constrainedstrategies;however,theredoesseemto
be a slight decreasingtrend, contrary to the caseof CPPI. (seeTable I). The
high risk in the case of the CPPI is understandable,since the exposureis
unlimited: the multiplier amplifies the risk of the index multifold.
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Equally interestingis the effect of constrainingthe exposure.Not surprisingly,
there is a significant drop in the expectedreturn, but also in the risk. The
introduction of the ratchet effect recuperatessome of the performance,by
incorporatingit in the floor (ie the level of insurance);the incrcascin risk can
also be explainedby the risk of the final floor value:
Var( Vy”)

+ Var( pfrchel- Vo) z Var( Vytchet)

Note also that the final floor value rcprcscnts a high pcrccntageof the
portfolio.Tbcseeffectsarequalitatively the samefor all the m we consider.
The margin strategyappearsto haveno appreciableeffect on the performance
results;however,we notethat it reducesthe value of the final (expected)floor
value, which is coherentwith the strategy(since it consistsof lowering the
floor to increasethe exposure).While the objectivesof this strategy

FIGURE
.
z
z
v,
2

1: MEAN AND ST. DEV. OF

320
280
240
200
160

2 120
80
; 40
0

S(T)
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Ratchet
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VT.
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are valid: to preventthe exposurefrom falling too low, and to increasethe
performance, its utility might be seen more clearly in specific market
conditions,and evenbetter, if anticipationabout future movementscould be
incorporated,ratherthan in averagingthe results of simulations basedon a
randomwalk hypothesisfor the price movementsof the index. Also, what is
an intelligent choiceof the initial margin, and the strategyof utilisation of this
margin? We attempteda number of strategiesand found no appreciable
differencein the results.Note also that in our strategies,we do not use any of
the “excess”floor accrueddue to the ratchet effect; this is assumedto be
definitively incorportatedinto the insuredpart of the portfolio.

* For accuracy of estimate, see Appendix
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It is intcrcsting to consider how the leverage cffcct of m is modilicd in the
presence of the constraint on exposure. This constraint becomes important
whenever there are strong market conditions. A higher multiplier causes the
constraint to bc attained quicker; in the case of a ratchet effect, the size of the
ratchet is higher also (TVP) i.e. the jump in the floor is higher,
consequently lowering the cushion, and thus the exposure - in this case, in
fact, the leverage effect might be expcctcd to be transfcrrcd to the floor. We
do observe a slight (but significant) increasing trend in the avcragc final value
of the floor, with increasing m (Table I). One possible conclusion from these
results is that a lower multiplier might be mom cffcctive in strong market
conditions. It would be interesting to study this cffcct when constraint is less
stringent - for example, if the portfolio can be exposed at 200% its value.
In the case of Qr, the effect of the constraint on the performance is similar to
that noted above for VT. If the performance objective of the fund is delincd in
terms of QT, then these results are quite rc-assuring on the average, though
the dispersion about the average is high. This dispersion is highly amplified
by m, in the case of CPPI, as to be expected; otherwise m has no appreciable
effect. It might be more instructive to consider Q, under various scenarios for
ST, rather than averaged over all possibilities.
We next consider how the probability distribution of the returns - this helps us
to understand more precisely the cffcct of the constraint. The mean and the
variance are in fact not sufficient to describe the distribution of final returns,
since they are path dependent under all strategies except the CPPI with fixed
floor.
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TABLE

I: PERFORMANCE
STRATEGIES
m=4

C.P.P.1

1111

UNDER
(v,,=lOO)

VARIOUS

m=5
m=6
E(VT) StdevWrl WV,) Stdev(VTl

162.93

193.30

202.15

1721.84

323.05

5755.98

C.P.P.1 constrained

119.89

25.23

116.17

25.32

115.70

27.95

Ratchet strategy

145.96

48.60

142.94

44.26

141.89

41.17

Margin strategy

144.24

45.20

143.35

44.93

143.14

44.15

WIT)

C.P.P.1 constrained

Stdev(RT)

E(QT) Stdev(RT)

URT)

Stdev(fiT)

1.067

0.421

1.013

1.895

1.241

6.732

0.932

0.354

0.911

0.368

0.891

0.346

1.085

0.342

1.087

0.389

0.969

0.213

1.098

0.333

1.101

0.353

1.090

0.356

WPT) Stdev(PT) E(Pr) Stdev(PT)
134.93

37.04

137.19

37.05

132.93

37.31

136.62

39.41

(B) Risk nrofile

Figures 2 and 3 show the changesin the probability distribution under the
various strategies,for m=4. The asymmetryof the distribution of the insured
portfolio is immediatelyclear. Under CPPI, the distribution has a very long
tail, reflectingthe possibility of very high performance;however,most of the
massis concentratedat values closeto the floor, as reflectedby the value of
the median. This is the case also in the case of constrainedCPPI, but the
striking differenceis the much shortertail, reflectingthe loss of performance.
Under the variable floor ratchet strategy, the mass is shifted to the right,
reflecting both a higher performanceand a lower risk. The distribution has
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still a shortertail than that under CPPI: the constraintstill has the effect of
diminishing thelikelihood of largegains.
FTCURE~: HISTOGRAMSOF

VTFORm=4(V,=1W
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In summary, we seeclearly that fixed floor CPPI with constrainedexposure
has poor performance,and is clearly dominatedby the unconstrainedCPPI;
betweenthe two, the insured portfolio under the ratchet strategy has a
desirablerisk profile: it capturesmost of the performanceof the index, and
has a smaller risk, while never descendingbelow a minimum value. If the
ceiling on exposureis raised(p higher),then the risk profile underthe ratchet
might be clearly superiorto that of theuninsuredportfolio.
We next look at theperformanceof the portfolio undervarious strategiesas a
function of the performanceof the index.
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FOR 11~4.
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(C) Terminal

value as function
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of the index

Figure 4(A) is a plot of simulatedvalues of the portfolio at maturity against
the index. In the caseof the CPPI it is a curvilinear function of the index, as
notedabove- remark the resemblanceto the pay-off of a “power” option (the
dispersionobservedhere being due to discretisation);for the other strategies
the significant dispersionreflects the path-dependence
of the terminal value,
which is thusnot solely a function of the index.
This plot confirms our observationsabovebut has additionalinformation: the
CPPI amplifies the performanceof the index multifold, however,at the higher
end of the scale,while the ratchetstrategyhas a reasonableperformanceeven
whenthe marketdoesnot perform well; its performanceincreasesmuch mom
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rapidly at high levels of the index than the constrainedstrategy with fixed
floor. The resemblanceto the pay-off profile of a put option is ascxpcctcd.
In Figure 4(B) WChave a plot of Qr against the index. At both lower and
higher ends of the scale, the performanceof the ratchet strategy is clearly
superiorto the constrainedstrategy,while both miss the leverageeffect of the
multiplier at the higherend.
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of the mrtfolio

Finally, we consider the evolution of the portfolio under the different
strategies.Figure 5(A) shows a particular rcalisationof the portfolio under
the stratcgics,while Figure 5(B) showsmeantrajectoriesof the portfolio, the
exposureand the floor. The purposeof thcsc graphs is to understandthe
pcrformancc of the strategies bcttcr by looking at the intermcdiatc
compositionof the portfolio.
In Figure S(A) WCseethat the exposurecxcccdsthe value of the portfolio
most of the time; sincethe portfolio is autolinancing,the amountborrowedis
debited at the risk-less rate. In the secondcase, the cxposurc reachesthe
upperlimit (100%)very soonafter the beginning,andthe portfolio is exposed
at 100%the rest of the time. Underthe ratchetstrategy,WChavethe evolving
floor, a much diminishedcushionandconscqucntlya much lower exposition.
In Figure 5(B) the differences are clearly shown. The portfolio grows
exponentiallyin all cases,and its performanceis clearly bctwecnthat of the
risklcss and the risky asset.Under CPPI its evolution on the averagefollows
closely that of the index; the exposurerapidly overtakestbc portfolio. Under
the constraint, it remains stable at quite a high proportion of the portfolio,
while under the ratchet strategyit decreasescxponcntially. One explanation
for this canbe found in the fact that the floor being at a high proportionof the
portfolio due to successiveapplications of the ratchet, the cushion gets
smaller and smaller. This surely has an effect on the performanceof the
portfolio. Thus we have a trade-off bctwccntwo opposingfactors:the ratchet
effect recuperatessome of the loss due to the constraint at times of strong
market performance, but at the same time it diminishes the cushion
significantly thus lowering exposure.A potentialdisadvantageof this strategy
then is that it could lead to the portfolio being relatively lit+ investedin the
risky asset.
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FIGURE 5: Evolution of the portfolio for m=4
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IV CONCLUSION

We have presentedresults of simulations of various strategiesbasedon the
CPPI method of portfolio insurance. We find that the under a realistic
constrainton exposure,the methodlosesthe advantageof the leverageeffect
of the multiplier. The ratcheteffect recapturessomeof the lost performance,
but could endin the portfolio being little investedin the risky asset.The risk
profile of the portfolio, already reflectingthe piice of the guaranteein terms
of lower probabilities of high gains, is further modilicd by the constraintin
the samedirection.
Our purposewas to comparemodified CPPI strategieswith an analytically
tractablesimple case;however,the assumptionof a log-normalmodel for the
price movementsof the index dots not take into accountdiscontinuities,in
particular the possibility of a steepfall betweentwo re-balanccments.In our
simulations, the fund never crashesthrough the floor. While this is quite
reasonableunderthe ratchetstrategy- sincethe floor is successivelyadjusted
upwards,the probability of a crash throughthe actual floor becomessmaller
and smaller - to get more realistic results, we could use altcmative models,
suchasdiffusions with jumps, or evenstableprocesses.
It would be interestingto seethe effect of increasingthe maximum allowable
exposure,to say 150or 200% of the value of the portfolio (which is allowable
undercertain regulatoryconditions),under the ratchetstrategy.The question
of the choice of an initial exposure(or margin), and a strategyof raising or
lowering the floor dynamically to optimise performance(and possibly to
control the level of exposure)while following the “CPPI” rule for exposure
seemsto be a promising direction for further work, in view of our empirical
results. However,the definition of an appropriateperformancecriterion, and
“optimal&y” remains to be clarified. As we have seen,the “pay-off’ of the
CPPI portfolio resemblesthat of a call option - canthe profit of the portfolio
under a given CPPI type strategy be reproducedor approximatedby some
combinationof options?
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APPENDIX
Validation of simulation results
Table II compares the results of simulations of the CPPI strategy with
theoreticalvalues, for various valuesof m. There is excellentagreementat a
samplesizeof 5000 for valuesof m less than 4. For higher m, the estimateof
the meanof V.r convergesat a highersamplesize (10000appearsto suffice),
but that of the variancedoesnot convergeeven at a sample size of 20000,
notably in the caseof m = 6. But for our purposes(comparisonof strategies),
it suffices to remark only the order of magnitudeof the variancefor higher
valuesof m, in the caseof the CPPI, sinceit differs significantly from that for
the otherstrategieswe consider.
On the other hand,this slow convergencefor higher values of m createsthe
problem of the choice of an appropriate simulation run length for the
simulation of the other strategies.Table III showsthe estimatesof the mean
andvarianceof VT undera margin strategy(with constrainton exposureand
ratcheteffect), for increasingsamplesize. The results aresimilar for the other
strategieswe consider.In this case,we haveno theoreticalvaluesto compare
to, but the estimatesclearly appearto stabilise for sample sizeshigher than
1500.We chosea samplesize of 3000, at which the estimateof the meanhas
a standarderror of about.9%.
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II: Convergence

of simulation
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estimates of

E( v,) andStddevn( v,)
CPPI strategy, r=6.5%, 0=21%, Vo=lOO

p=970

mrcrn
Sample

Jl=13%

std. devn

p=9vG

.std. dew

menn

p=1370

std. dew

mean

std. devn

size
m=l

nk4

5000

144.14

21.86

153.65

26.56

164.83

242.55

227.73

10000

144.03

21.93

153.73

26.73

164.3 1

278.74

246.66

880.14

167.55

429.41

246.93

966.22

364.03

240.91

810.16
3798.28

20000
Thcor.

Value

143.51

21.61

153.15

26.4

163.32

m=2

421.41

nk5

5000

150.7 1

57.45

176.7

87.58

164.01

434.6

340.96

10000

149.85

58.11

175.05

88.67

170.19

1022. I

289.83

1266.35

811.57

297.97

2213.54

1127.1

295.03

3063.66

20000
Theor.

173.3
Value

149.3 I

58.67

173.56

87.53

171.75

m=3

m=6

5000

158.32

157.28

204.23

299.13

160.87

756.48

344.25

2332.07

10000

157.85

131.49

207.18

239.23

178.01

2482.6

314.5

1758.54

184.59

2155.7

330.24

2480.11

155.88

139.97

201.81

255.05

181.3

4302.6

369.92

14284.9

20000
Theor.

Value
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TABLE III: Convergenceof simulation estimatesof
E( vT) andStd devn( VT)
Margin strategy (B.2)(b), p=9.5%, r=5%, 0=21%, Eo=50, V~~100
m=4
sample
ske
100
500
1000
1500

3000
5000
7000
10000

mdi

mean

std. devrz

mean

std. dew

154.23
144.53
142.65
149.35
145.7
146.18
147.13
146.33

49.44
44.66
48.73
58.49
49.62
51.65
52.96
51.89

150.42
140.3
141.09
141.36
142.31
141.15
143.45
142.41

74.77
40.89
42.77
42.7
44.41
42.48
46.88
44.7
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